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OPS2 Signature SeriesOPS2 Signature Series
Our OPS2 Signature Series features new U.S. product made to major manufacturer standards.  Enjoy the 
ability to modify your stations with benching options, glass and fabric mullions and stackers. 

Our Signature program also offers our largest selection of fabrics and finishes so that you can be assured 
your office is customized to fit your specific work environment!

Within the Signature Series, we utilize an aluminum top cap and one-piece rail where the slot channel and trim 
color are the same.  In addition to styling, the one-piece rail is beneficial when connecting panels of different 
heights are in a straight line.   The 4-circuit power utilized has the outlets located in the middle of each panel, 
allowing for two duplex receptacles on each side of 24”- 60” panel.  Attached to the power harness are the 
jumpers for power continuation from panel to panel and panel through connector.  

Included under the OPS2 Signature Series are the following lines:  Panels, Tiles and Modular Walls.
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Open Plan SystemsOpen Plan Systems

Tiles
As the work place continues to evolve, so should your work space!

Our OPS2 Tile Systems give you the  flexibility and adaptability to create 
your desired business setting of today and affordably evolve with the 
future. 

Employing the original open-plan concept, create a designer look at a 
budget price with the all new OPS2 Tile System. This product is exclusive 
with our Signature Series and is fully compatible with existing AO2 
workstations and accessories. This design is engineered to save space 
and adapt by using interchangeable components. We have developed 
a true tile system to integrate with the original Herman Miller Action office 
panels.  True stacking along with glass, open frame tiles, acoustical and 
perforated tiles.

Our OPS2 Tile System is truly a guarenteed investment!

Our OPS2 Signature Series features new U.S. product made to major manufacturer standards.  Enjoy the 
ability to modify your stations with benching options, glass and fabric mullions and stackers. 

Our Signature program also offers our largest selection of fabrics and finishes so that you can be assured 
your office is customized to fit your specific work environment!

Within the Signature Series, we utilize an aluminum top cap and one-piece rail where the slot channel and trim 
color are the same.  In addition to styling, the one-piece rail is beneficial when connecting panels of different 
heights are in a straight line.   The 4-circuit power utilized has the outlets located in the middle of each panel, 
allowing for two duplex receptacles on each side of 24”- 60” panel.  Attached to the power harness are the 
jumpers for power continuation from panel to panel and panel through connector.  

Included under the OPS2 Signature Series are the following lines:  Panels, Tiles and Modular Walls.

Tile Widths
 Ì 24" 
 Ì 30"
 Ì 36"
 Ì 42"
 Ì 48"

Tile Frame 
Heights

 Ì 39" 
 Ì 53"
 Ì 67"

Tile Heights
 Ì 7" 
 Ì 14"
 Ì 18"† 

Tile Stacker 
Heights

 Ì 8" 
 Ì 14"
 Ì 18"† 

Add Tile Stackers to 
Achieve

 Ì 47" H
 Ì 85" H
 Ì 103" H

† 18" H can be used as bottom tile or 18" stacker only.
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Panels

Give your office an updated feel.  Open Plan Systems has many options 
current with industry trends including low panels and modern colors.
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Segmented 
99"

85"

Modular Walls

Refine Your Space.

In a collaborative work environment, modular walls allow for the open plan concept paired with the management 
of noise and distractions. Create a new conference room or private office at a fraction of the cost of alternative 
solutions. Add space to existing buildings with new floor to ceiling modular walls and doors that accommodate 
ceilings up to 9 feet high. With finish offerings of  fabric, acoustic and laminate panels, we are confident you will 
be satisfied with the quality and value of our modular walls. UL Listed with a Class A Fire Rating.

Fabric Only

Fabric or Glass

Available in 
Fabric, Acoustic, & 
Laminate Panels

85H available 
in monolithic or 
segmented options.

10" 14"

Segmented 
95"

85"

Monolithic 
95"

95"

Segmented 
103"

85"

Segmented 
107"

85"

Monolithic 
107"

107"
18" 22"
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Standard Finishes

FR701
Pumice 423

Dayton
Silver 7112

Coastline 3495  
Bluff 040

Drift 2539 
Sprout 030

Bailey 2299 
Allagash Mist 040

Comet 
Sandshell 7915

LT §

Gray Spektrum

Honeytone 
Essence Ochre Tempera Wild Oats MatrixHT §

Folkstone Grey §
Champagne 
Sagawood § Henna Cherry §

Empire 
Mahogany §

Milkyway  
Egg Shell 7903

Streetwise 2721 
Crosswalk 1901

Spinel 3582 
Opal 011

Matchsticks 
Sky 9638

Toy Poodle 
9671

Mingle 2527 
Biscuit 090

Columbus 
Khaki 7919

Crosstown 2526
Fieldstone  060

Midway
Mineral 7237

Starburst 
Wheat 7909

Sprite 2671
Linen 010

Traction
Jute 7754

Zest 155
Harvest 000

Nexus
Sandstone 010

White Spektrum

HF §
Hardrock 
Maple §Antique White §

Cape Cod 3073
Cloud 7030

Rattan 3087
Alabaster 021

Reeds 3078
Iron 030

Shadow Ridge § WF §

Fabric

Work Surface

MT

BU HF

WF

Base

JT

LT MT

BU HF

WF

Trim

JT MTBU

Edge

Swatches shown reflect our fabric offering; visit www.openplan.com for all color options.
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Note:  These edge finishes are in addition to the 
work surface matches denoted with the § symbol.
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All content is subject to change.

Scan QR code for the most current revision, or 

visit www.openplan.com

Open Plan Systems is the innovator of the OPS2 Tile System and Modular Walls, and a 
leading distributor of seating, casegoods and filing systems across the United States and 
Canada.  Open Plan provides a high quality, low cost and environmentally friendly source for 
modular furniture.

P:  888.869.4681          WWW.OPENPLAN.COM          SALES@OPENPLAN.COM

OPS2 SYSTEM  |  NEW & REMANUFACTURED  |  OPS2 TILE

MODULAR WALLS  |  SEATING  |  CASEGOODS  |  FILE STORAGE & ACCESSORIES

Open Plan, Open Minds.

4700 Deepwater Terminal Rd
Richmond, VA 23234
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